Our aim in this work was t o study the transport processes i n the transition and non-transition elements from the aspects of their microscopic sta- 
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By means of Eqs. ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) is again split up a s described ( 2 ) in eq. 
ly-pi
where h. J i s a variable of the integration interva1.A special program was used for solving the matrix equation ( 19 ) . The details of this program and the results will be presented in the next paper.
In the Figs. 1 and 2 is shown, for two different temperatures the pair interaction p t e n t i a l Y ( r ) .
Both figures show the expected behaviour for data a t higher temperature Ghere potential \P ( r ) is softer and the steepness is smaller than near the melting point.
As i t can be seen from Eqs. 1-5 the transport . coefficients generally depend on the shape of ( r )
.. and \Q ( r ) which again a r e sensitive on the profile. Table 1 contains numerically calculated transport coefficients and compared with experimental ones for two metals and given temperatures.
Since we have data for two temperatures only, the value of the thermal conductivity coefficient should be considered a s a preliminary one. Table 1 Fig. 1 I t should be pointed out that transport coefficients a r e very sensitive t o the values of S f q ) a t low q, what has been improved i n calculation by GRPA .
The differences i n Table 1 between calculated and experimental values a r e caused by neglection of electron contribution.
